A Message from the Presidents

The transportation program at the University of Texas at Austin has had a successful and eventful year. Our student chapters for the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) and the Intelligent Transportation Society (ITS) of America have been continually active hosting events for the department. This past year we were pleased to have new members join our program and student organizations, bringing with them more energy and ideas to our chapters. We are always searching for ways to improve our chapters and to help create a positive environment for our students. This year was no exception! We continued some of our favorite recurring professional activities, including attending and presenting at the TexITE, ITS Texas, and Transportation Research Board meetings; hosting distinguished and technical speaker presentations; mentoring summer transportation interns; and organizing orientation events. We have also taken part in a fundraising effort to offset recent cuts to our program, which have diminished its ability to send students to attend and present at conferences.

We also had members participate in a number of volunteer activities on the University of Texas campus and in and around the Austin community over the past year. This included the annual ExploreUT and Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day events, as well as the Kids-N-Technology STEM summer camp program, the Student Engineers Educating Kids program, the Distinguished Achievement Program at the Ann Richards School for Young Women Leaders, and a fire cleanup for Bastrop County. Through these efforts we've had the opportunity to give back to the university and our surrounding community. We believe participating in these activities is a great way to represent our program and encourage young people to take an interest in transportation engineering.

Throughout the year, several of our students have also been recognized for their achievements by garnering a number of awards, including the Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship and the Eno Fellowship. Several students have also had the honor of being published in professional journals. It hasn't been all work though! The student chapters also hosted several social events during the school year and summer to help everyone unwind a bit and get to know each other better. This included going to UT football games, potlucks, bowling, movies, and other fun activities!

You can read more about these and other noteworthy items regarding the transportation program and the UT ITE and ITS student chapters in our newsletter! In an effort to reach out and better connect with our alumni and the local transportation community, we will be sending out a biannual edition. Enjoy!

Sincerely,

Mason Gemar
UT ITE Student Chapter President

Michael DeGaspari
UT ITS America Student Chapter President
Student Chapter Updates

ITE and ITS Student Chapters
There are approximately 47 enrolled students in the department with 31 participating in the student chapters of ITE and ITS. In addition, there are seven faculty members that have membership in ITE. In demonstration of our graduate students’ devotion to professional development, we currently have four students who are registered Professional (Civil) Engineers. One of our main goals is to encourage undergraduates to get involved in our activities by advertising many of our professional and departmental activities through flyers and emails. This year was successful in the sense that undergraduates participated in several of our activities including the speaker presentations as well as the intern program.

WTS HOT Student Chapter
The primary goal of Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS) Heart of Texas (HOT) Student Chapter is to establish a student community focusing on advancing women development in transportation engineering and planning. During this past spring semester, we organized two exciting activities. First, we hosted a meeting to introduce our new board members, Bonnie Lister and Adrian Liscompe. The second activity was a Speed Networking event, focused on meeting transportation professionals and students from other departments. Women professionals from the industry and governmental institutions shared their experiences and answered our questions regarding professional development. As a student chapter, we also participated in several activities organized by the WTS, including the reception at the Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board (TRB) in Washington, D.C., monthly lunches, the Fundraiser Gala, Bike & Bruch, happy hours, and many others. As an active student group, we hope to continue serving the community and reaching out to any students with an interest in transportation.

Professional Development
Our ITE and ITS chapters host a variety of professional development activities throughout the year. Students participate in discussions with prominent leaders in transportation through our distinguished speaker series, learn about transportation challenges in the technical series, and gain practical experience through technical projects.

Distinguished and Technical Speakers
One of the goals for developing this series was to allow our students to listen to, learn from, and interact with nationally renowned transportation leaders from government, industry, and academia. Lectures are advertised campus-wide to relevant departments, as well as to local consultants and alumni. In addition to our distinguished lecturers, our ITE and ITS chapters welcomed a number of national and local transportation consultants, academics, and industry advocates to speak to our students. These speakers expanded student knowledge of technical and political issues, as well as provided insight into careers in transportation. In addition, recent graduates have been introduced to their future employers through these presentations. Our chapter hosted the following presentations:

- Christian Sax, Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., and Eric Bollich, City of Austin; Topic: City of Austin Strategic Mobility Plan; June 24, 2011
- Rachel Price, Reid Middleton; Topic: Roundabouts; October 19, 2011
- Elise Miller-Hooks, University of Maryland; Topic: Transportation System Resilience; November 11, 2011
- Nick Wood; Texas Transportation Institute; Topic: Mileage-Based User Fees; March 2, 2012
- Jared Heiner & David Huter, HNTB Corporation; Topic: Financing Options for Engineering Projects; March 23, 2012

If you or your company is interesting in sponsoring any of our Distinguished Speaker Series lunch meetings, contact us!

We have availability in November, February, March, and April.

Contact Info: utexasite@gmail.com
Conferences & More

Like past years, our students have had the opportunity to attend and present papers a number of conferences both locally and across the US.

TRB Annual Conference
This year the 2012 Transportation Research Board Annual Conference was held January 21-25 and was attended by almost all of our members. The experience was wonderful and we were proud to represent our program well. In total, our students presented research from a total of more than 35 papers and 30 posters! In addition to the conference, the ITE Chapter sponsored our fourth annual UT Alumni Happy Hour at Maddy’s Bar and Grill. The event gave us all a chance to both relax and reconnect with our alumni. During the conference students from the chapter attended the ITE open house and the ITE Distinguished Speaker Luncheon.

TexITE
The UT Austin ITE Chapter was present at the fall and spring Texas ITE (TexITE) Conferences this past school year:

- Fall 2011 meeting in Garland, Texas (September 14-16, 2011)
- Spring 2012 meeting in San Marcos, Texas (March 28-30, 2012)

We participated in discussions, presented research during student poster sessions, participated in the Traffic Bowl competition, and gave updates on our Chapter to the division. Our members also got the chance to meet with the students from other ITE Chapters, interact with the professionals in our area and to get real perspectives on topics we discuss in the classroom during the TexITE Conferences.

Congratulations to the 2011 Outstanding Student: Dan Fagnant!

Next up the 2012 Fall meeting, August 29-31 in Ft. Worth, Texas! Hope to see you there!

ITE Traffic Bowl Competition
For this year’s spring TexITE meeting, the UT ITE student chapter formed a Traffic Bowl team composed of four of our members (including one alternate). The team advanced past the first round of the competition after defeating the student chapter at UT San Antonio and finished second overall to Texas A&M. We plan to improve for next year and build on this year’s participation.

TRAFFIC BOWL TEAM
This year our Traffic Bowl Team was comprised of Aria Berliner, Michael DeGaspari, Yuwen “Wendy” Weiyyuan, and Chris Melson.

Great job on your 2nd place finish!

Thanks to Alex Reyna, P.E. (Bury + Partners and Section Representative for TexITE’s Capital Area Section) and Anna Martin, P.E., PTOE (HDR, Inc. and President of TexITE’s Capital Area section) for helping set up a review session for the team.

A special thank you to Brian Goldberg (MS ’11) and Taylor Mansfield, both engineers at HDR, for your help with our team in the review session!

Want to help us win 1st place next year? Contact us!

Contact Info utexasite@gmail.com

ITS Texas
The UT Austin ITS Chapter was present at the annual ITS Texas meetings this past school year:


At this meeting, two of our outstanding students were award scholarships: T. Donna Chen and Christopher Melson. Congratulations!

Be sure to catch us at the 2012 Annual Meeting: Back to the Present ITS Texas 2012, October 24-26 in Dallas, Texas!

Other Conferences
In addition to the TRB annual meeting, the TexITE conferences, and ITS conference, our students traveled across North America to attend and present papers at a number of other transportation related conferences. These events included the Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) Annual Conference, November 12-16, 2011 and the Dynamic Traffic Assignment Symposium, June 4-6. Students also attended the Southwest Region University Transportation Center (SWUTC) Student Symposium in Winedale, Texas on April 15, 2011. Students were recognized at these events for receiving scholarships, fellowships, leadership, and paper-writing awards sponsored by these organizations.

CTR Symposium
The CTR (Center for Transportation Research) Annual Symposium is a yearly conference held at the University of Texas’s UTA building just south of the main campus block. The 2011 Symposium was held on April 6, 2011, and its theme was “Texas Freight: Beyond 2014”. Speakers included Dr. Zhanmin Zhang, UT transportation professor, Dr. Todd Helwig, UT professor, among many others. Several students attended this symposium and had the opportunity to display their research on posters for the symposium attendees. The students enjoyed an opportunity to chat with other attendees of the symposium over lunch.

Students at TRB. From Left to Right: Raghu Sidharthan, Binny Paul, Donna Chen, Moby Khan, Chrsisy Bernarda, Roshan Kumar, Mubassira Khan, Gaurav Vyas, Rajesh Paleti, Sriram Narayanamoorthy, Abdus Shakur Qazi
Brag Board

Our students are being recognized around the world! Be sure to congratulate them all for a job well done.

- Former M.S. student, Carey Blackmar, supervised by Dr. Chandra Bhat, received the 2011 C.V. Wootan Memorial Award for the best MS thesis in the transportation policy and planning area, awarded by the Council of University Transportation Centers.

- PhD student, Rajesh Paleti, supervised by Dr. Chandra Bhat, received the 2011 SWUTC Dr. Robert Herman Award to the Most Outstanding Student, awarded by the Southwest Region University Transportation Center.

- PhD student, Arash Motamed, supervised by Dr. Amit Bhasin was chosen to participate in the 2012 IRF Road Scholar Program as an Executive Fellow, held in Washington D.C. during January 18-27, 2012.

- PhD student, Daniel Fagnant, supervised by Dr. Kara Kockelman, was chosen for the 2012 Eno Transportation Foundation’s Leadership Development Conference, held in Washington DC on June 3-7, 2012.

- PhD student, Yiyi Wang, supervised by Dr. Kara Kockelman, received the 2012 Helene M. Overly Memorial Scholarship, awarded by the Heart of Texas Chapter of Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS).

- PhD student, Katherine Kortum, supervised by Dr. Randy Machemehl, received the 2012 Leadership Legacy Scholarship, awarded by the Heart of Texas Chapter of Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS).

- PhD student, T. Donna Chen, supervised by Dr. Kara Kockelman, and MS student, Christopher Melson, supervised by Dr. Stephen Boyles, each received a $1000 scholarship through ITS Texas in November at the ITS Texas 2011 Annual Meeting.

- Daniel Fagnant, Nazneen Ferdous, Katie Larsen, and Christopher Melson received 2011-2012 Eisenhower Graduate Transportation Fellowships, awarded by the Universities and Grants Programs of the National Highway Institute, Federal Highway Administration.

Alumni Corner

Students are not the only ones with accomplishments. Check out what fellow alumni are up to.

After completing a dissertation on carsharing operations, Katherine Kortum (PhD ‘12) began working as a Program Officer at the Transportation Research Board in May 2012. She loves working behind the scenes at the organization that is the intense focus of transportation grad students’ lives in the weeks leading up to the annual TRB paper deadline. Katherine can be contacted at kkortum@nas.edu.

AECOM provides technical (engineering, consulting, and management) services around the world on a variety of infrastructure projects. The Arlington, VA office, where Daniel Evans (MS ’12) was recently hired, focuses on transportation, and the group he is in specializes in travel demand modeling. In particular, the group advises metropolitan agencies across the country concerning potential transit projects. This consulting may include ridership forecasts, cost estimations, and whether or not a transit project is feasible. Congratulations on your new job, Daniel! Daniel can be contacted at daniel.evans@aecom.com.

Bridget Bienkowski (MS ’11) currently works at CTR in Austin. Her job is split 50/50 – half of the time spent on consulting for construction projects for the Dallas TxDOT district and the other half spent doing research. Most of her TxDOT work is scheduling projects and her current research is on travel demand management, with a couple of proposals being developed for other work! Bridget can be contacted at bridgetnb@utexas.edu.

WE WANT TO KEEP UP WITH YOU

Have you recently been promoted?  
Landed a new job?  
Been recognized in a journal?  
Won an award?  
Let us know!  
Send your updates to: utexasite@gmail.com
New Graduate Students

New Students - Fall 2011
In August of 2011, the Transportation Engineering Program at UT Austin was pleased to welcome 14 new graduate students:

- **Ms. Aria Berliner** (PhD), from Mount Holyoke College and UMass Amherst
- **Ms. Chrissy Bernardo** (MS), from Northwestern University
- **Mr. Jack Bringardner** (MS/PhD), from Ohio State University
- **Mr. Michael Degaspari** (MS), from Cooper Union
- **Mr. Tim Dietrich** (MS), from UT Austin
- **Mr. Chris Fournier** (MS), from Michigan State University
- **Mr. Ruoyu Liu** (PhD), from Anhui University of Technology and University of Science and Technology of China
- **Mr. Chris Melson** (MS), from University of Wyoming
- **Mr. Sriram Narayananmoorthy** (MS), from National Institute of Technology Trichy
- **Mr. Travis Owens** (MS), from UT Austin
- **Mr. Matt Pool** (MS), from UT Austin
- **Mr. Eric Porter** (MS), from University of Michigan
- **Mr. Sadegh Safaripoorfatideh** (MS), from Sharif University of Technology
- **Mr. Yanfei Sui** (PhD), from Jilin University and Xihua University
- **Mr. Ravi Venkatraman** (MS), from IIT Madras

New Students – Spring 2011
In addition to our fall recruits, the department gained 6 new students this past January.

- **Mr. Md. Al-Amin** (MS/PhD), from Bangladesh University of Engr & Tech (BUET)
- **Ms. Maria Burton** (PhD), from Washington State University
- **Ms. Meredith Cebelak** (MS/PhD), from University of Florida
- **Mr. Samuel Higgins** (MS), from UT Austin
- **Mr. Kan Long** (MS), from Lanzhou Jiaotong University
- **Mr. Juan Porras Alvarado** (PhD), from University of Costa Rica and University of Nevada

New Student Activities
New students were actively welcomed into the program at the beginning of each semester. ITE/ITS was in charge of organizing the week-long new student orientation social events, which included a number of activities that afforded the new inductees a chance to get to know other students and learn about ITE/ITS, the Transportation Engineering Program, and the city of Austin. The orientation included lunch at Double Dave’s, dinner at Trudy’s, a bat watching and an introduction to the famous 6th Street nightlife. By the end of the orientation, the new graduate students felt much more comfortable with their new surroundings and were excited to begin the next step in their academic lives.

Graduate Student Recruitment
Along with the faculty and staff, students help to schedule productive and memorable visits for prospective students in the Transportation Engineering Program. Both the social and academic aspects of these visits are priorities for our students, with organized group dinners, lunches, and social activities allowing the visiting recruit to meet as many current students as possible and have the opportunity to discuss classes, research, and extracurricular activities with those who share their interests.

ITE and ITS officers also arrange campus and building tours, transportation to and from the airport, and lodging accommodations for the potential future students. If potential students are unable to visit in person, particularly international students, ITE and ITS officers work with staff to identify current students with common backgrounds and interests to communicate with recruits via email.

New Students - Fall 2012
This fall we look forward to welcoming another large group of students – 17 of the world’s brightest will be joining our program this August!

- **Mr. Pravat Karki** (PhD), from University of Nebraska
- **Mr. Sebastian Astroza** (PhD), from University of Chile
- **Ms. Katie Born** (MS/PhD), from UIUC
- **Mr. Jun Long** (MS), from Michigan State University
- **Mr. Subodh Dubey** (PhD), from Anna University; BIT Pilani
- **Mr. Michael Kurker** (MS), from Syracuse University
- **Ms. Chen Li** (MS/PhD), from Hong Kong University of Sci & Tech
- **Mr. Sergio Martinez** (MS), from Industrial de Santander and UT San Antonio
- **Mr. Md Neaz Murshed** (PhD), from BUET
- **Ms. Mallory Necessary** (MS), from Georgia Tech
- **Mr. Brice Nichols** (MS/PhD), from Texas A&M
- **Ms. Diniece Peters** (MS/PhD), from City College of NY
- **Mr. Nazmus Sakib** (MS/PhD), from BUET
- **Mr. Rohan Shah** (MS), from Sardar Patel College of Engr
- **Mr. Jared Wall** (MS), from Georgia Tech

UPCOMING EVENTS
Join us in welcoming our new students! We have a week of fun activities planned from August 21 to 25.

- **Tuesday, August 21** – Welcome Lunch at Double Dave’s! Bowling at Union Underground at 7 pm.
- **Wednesday, August 22** – Trivia Night at Posse East at 6 pm.
- **Thursday, August 23** – Rock Climbing & Laser Tag at Main Event at 4 pm.
- **Friday, August 24** – Bat Viewing & South Congress Food Trucks at 6 pm.
- **Saturday, August 25** – Kayaking the Colorado at 10:30 am.

For More Info contact utexasite@gmail.com

Students enjoying a welcome to the program BBQ
Helping Hands

This year students participate in a variety of volunteer activities through the University of Texas at Austin and other organizations. These activities are not only a way to give back to the community but a way to expand people’s awareness of transportation and encourage students to seek a career in transportation related fields.

Bastrop County Fire Recovery
On Saturday, February 11th, 2012 the UT ITE and ITS chapters partnered with the Texas A&M ITE chapter to provide relief to a family in Bastrop County whose property was damaged by terrible wild fires that occurred this past year. This effort consisted mainly of removing stray brush and limbs of trees that had been burned in the fires. It was a challenging sight to see the vast amount of destruction that had occurred in the area, but everyone was encouraged after we looked at how much progress was made during our 4 hours together.

Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day is celebrated during Engineers Week each year at the University of Texas at Austin. On Saturday, February 25, 2012, thousands of girls in grades one through eight arrived at the UT College of Engineering to learn about engineering through hands-on activities. Many students volunteered at this event teaching the girls about transportation engineering. We shared several traffic operations simulators that were very well received by the students. The girls learned about driving safety and basic traffic operations, as well as how transportation engineers make transportation safer and more efficient. Our volunteers answered questions about transportation and offered plenty of engineering pointers.

Explore UT
Explore UT, the biggest open house in Texas, provides the opportunity for Texas families to come and explore the campus and participate in fun and educational activities hosted by many organizations throughout campus. UT ITE/ITS chapter members volunteered on Saturday, March 3, 2012 to run a demonstration teaching hundreds of children and adults about the role of transportation in everyday life. Our members used a simple traffic light simulation that allows the player to control the operation of traffic lights. It is fun and easy enough that people of all ages could give it a try and gain insight about transportation engineering.

Kids-N-Technology STEM Summer Camp
Late this past spring, the UT ITE Student Chapter was invited to send representatives to volunteer as part of the annual Kids-N-Technology STEM Summer Camp during their Transportation Week. Transportation Week (June 4 - 7) was designated to introduce local elementary and middle school students participating in the camp to transportation related topics and engineering applications.

(See Helping Hands, continued on Page 7)

The Social Scene

UT Austin isn’t solely about professional growth, we love to have fun too! Students really enjoy getting together at our social activities. We are very proud of the sense of community among the graduate students and faculty in our department, and the social activities are a key component of fostering this spirit.

Intramurals
Once again we were actively involved in intramural sports during the past year. We participated in the UT Intramural soccer competition where we had a great time and managed to be competitive in our division.

Football Games
Our students continued the tradition of forming a tailgating group to attend the University of Texas football games. Football games are the UT way of encouraging school spirit and having a good time. Students cheered on the Longhorns during the whole season, and those not interested in the games were always welcomed to the tailgate for tasty dips and grilled favorites.

“Choo, Chew, & Brew” Event
Over this year’s spring break, several students participated in a train ride along Austin’s commuter rail line. At this fun event participants traveled by train between stations near a selection of Austin’s well-known restaurants, breweries, and shops.

Potlucks
Throughout the past year, students have participated in many lunches, potlucks and other gatherings. Some of these were in celebration of special events, such as the student Thanksgiving feast for all of those in town over the holiday weekend. Students also organized many potlucks during the year where we enjoyed cuisine from all around the world. These are great events for everyone to connect with each other!
USIT 2012

The Undergraduate Summer Internship in Transportation (USIT) is an 11-week summer program for undergraduates interested in transportation engineering. In some cases, our students are paired with interns and mentor them as they work together on the same faculty appointed projects for the duration of the program. The ITE and ITS student chapters sponsor the mid-summer and final project presentations given by the undergraduates. We enjoy the opportunity to share our interest in transportation and help cultivate the new generation of transportation professionals.

Much like our welcome for our new graduate students, the ITE and ITS student chapters hosted new student orientation social events during the first week of the internship. A kickoff lunch was held to welcome the interns, which was followed in the evening with bowling at the Union Underground. We also attended a trivia night at a Pucker’s, a Master Pancake at the Alamo Drafthouse, rock climbing and laser tag at Main Event, and kayaking on the Colorado River. Our interns also were able to tour the TxDOT TMC.

Around ECJ

Transportation Engineering Faculty Search

Last spring, the Transportation Engineering Program at UT Austin carried out a search to replace a distinguished faculty member, Dr. S. Travis Waller, who departed for an opportunity to start a transportation program at the University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. As such, members of our student chapter participated in the process by meeting with three candidates who were chosen to interview on campus. This afforded our students the opportunity to meet and become acquainted with each candidate, including our new faculty member, Dr. Stephen Boyles.

Local Transportation Inquiry

In May of 2011, a number of our students participated in a detailed review of a transportation problem reported by a fellow graduate student at the university on behalf of the staff at a local apartment complex. Students volunteered to investigate traffic operations and safety issues described by the apartment residents and staff. As part of the review, our students, including two professional engineers, identified likely causes of the reported problems and provided recommendations for resolving the situation. The results of the review and recommendations were well received by the staff at the apartment complex.

Helping Hands

(continued from page 6)

UT ITE President, Mason Gemar, represented the transportation program at the event, held at Kealing Middle School on Wednesday, June 6, giving a short presentation about transportation engineering to the kids and helping them study bridges. The kids also got a chance to design and construct their own popsicle-stick bridges, which were later strength tested as part of the day’s activities. Although Mr. Gemar is not a structural engineer, he was happy to report that none of the students’ bridges failed their strength tests!

University of Texas SEEK Program

Mason Gemar, a PhD candidate, represented the transportation program in the University of Texas Student Engineers Educating Kids (SEEK) program. SEEK is a student organization designated to provide after-school mentoring and tutoring for middle school children at inner city schools in the Austin community. The goal is to have engineering students spend time with the children and participate in activities intended to introduce them to the engineering fields. Mr. Gemar participated as a mentor at Dobie Middle School during both the fall and spring semesters this past school year.

Distinguished Achievement Plan Projects

In May, three of our students (Michael DeGaspari, Mason Gemar, and Meredith Cebelak) assisted the Ann Richards School for Young Women Leaders by judging the Distinguished Achievement Plan Projects, where students were asked to convert a community of UT apartments to solely use renewable energy using a scale model that demonstrated solar, wind, and hydrogen fuel cell technology. Ann Richards’ students amazed the judges with their understanding and practical applications of the technologies!
This semester we began contacting alumni to ask for contributions to the newly established Transportation Engineering Endowed Excellence Fund, a resource intended to provide support for graduate student enrichment activities, such as conference travel and prospective student recruitment. Thank you to all of the 2011-2012 donors!

- Abdul Pinjari
- C. Michael Walton
- Elizabeth A. Sall
- Thomas W. Rioux
- Charles A. Machemehl Jr.
- Alison Conway
- W. R. Hudson
- Kristopher Pruner
- B. Ray Derr
- Gary J. Wolff
- Patrick J. Coleman
- Joan German Hudson
- Sia A. Ardekani
- Chia-pei Chou
- J. Travis Fluitt
- Feng Wang
- Jen Duthie
- K. Wayne Lee
- Kelsey A. Ahern
- Varunraj Valsaraj

BECOME A DONOR

If you recall your first time attending TRB, then you perhaps remember the eye-opening experience that introduced you to the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice in transportation research, the valuable networking opportunities you experienced, and the important professional contacts you made. The ability of graduate students to attend and present at conferences such as TRB is an invaluable part of the graduate school experience and reinforces UT Transportation Program’s reputation as a leader in transportation research. Unfortunately, not all of our graduate students are able to attend TRB, mostly due to financial considerations.

If you or your company is interesting in helping our students participate in conferences, aid in travel, and help us recruit prospective students, you can do so in two different ways.

Online donations, go to: https://utdirect.utexas.edu/nlogon/vip/ogp.WBX?nrd=X&menu=ENTE

Checks can be made out to “The University of Texas at Austin” and also note that it’s for the “Transportation Engineering Endowed Excellence Fund” and sent to:

The University of Texas at Austin
University Development Office
Gift Processing
P.O. Box 7458
Austin, Texas 78713-7458

For more information contact Lisa Macias lisaweyant@mail.utexas.edu